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Mark Robinson runs the beloved Macbeth pub in Hoxton St – home to
a million parties and gigs, the birth of various scenes and a very
pleasant roof terrace. Over the years it’s played host to the likes of
Florence, The xx, Toddla T and Franz Ferdinand. Right now they’re in
a bit of a tizzy as a developer has put forward plans (that got turned
down in 2007) to Hackney Council to build nine apartments behind
the pub. Obviously if that happens, the first thing whoever moves in
there will do is complain about the noise a pub makes, which could
lead to us losing this age old venue for good. If you feel like you want
to register a comment to Hackney Council, click here. In an age
where up to 26 pubs are closing a week in the UK, it would be for
shame to lose such a stalwart of London’s grassroots music scene.
Josh Jones had a chat with Mark just before the developer turned up
and stared at buildings outside.

So what’s going on here then Mark? Sounds serious… 

Not good, there has been a planning application submitted for private
flats to be placed wrapped around our beloved pub/venue. This
would surely be its death knell from any noise complaints.

How can people best help The Macbeth?

We would eternally grateful by anyone concerned by making a formal
objection to the application on the London Borough of Hackney
website. This has significant impact easy to do on this link

Surely the last thing the area needs is yet more luxury apartments?

Although we are all aware that London needs more housing, for the
sake of nine private flats so many jobs and livelihoods are at risk with
this application. It’s hard to conceive how it could even be
considered. They are fully aware of the consequences to our
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business.

But it’s not just you affected is it? There’s a printers under threat too
if this all goes ahead isn’t there?
That’s right it’s not only The Macbeth that is at threat but for the
takeaways next door and the printers. It’s far too great a sacrifice for
such a small development.
There was a similar application that was submitted in 2007 and was
refused for the reasons above.

You’re renowned for having so many different promoters having
nights there seven nights a week, where will all these scenes go if
you have to close?
I’m sure they will be able to find a find a new home as they are all well
worthy but our current mission is to make sure this does not happen.

What’s been your favourite ever night at The Macbeth? Apart from
the ‘SUP Magazine parties – I must admit watching Franz Ferdinand
debut their album was pretty awesome (and frickin’ sweaty).
‘SUP Magazine parties have been legendary, Franz was awesome but
I would have to say my wedding night, it was amazing and I’m not just
saying that because my wife will read this… honest governor.

What’s next for you guys?
For now we keep fighting! We are getting the kitchen back online
soon, people say ‘food is the new rock and roll’ – what’s the world
coming too!?
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